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The SUMhouse™ MISSION 
is to 

increase the availability of resilient, efficient,  

attractive, sustainable shelter. SUM provides 

safety, comfort and savings... instilling peace 

of mind. SUMhouse integrates building 

science and construction logic with material  

and design innovation to advance the 

human condition, preserving the earth  

and,  using  proven, simple, but current 

technology!

S u S ta i n a b l e  u n i t e d  M at e r i a l S

emergent



Patio Top or Any Roof You Want!

functional



enthusiasiam

SUMhouse is an agent of transformation. 
People now want long term value. Sumhouse  
provides security in life by helping people 
make ends meet to build stronger families 
and strengthen communities. SUMhouse 
builds quiet and peaceful dwellings that keep 
children and others safe. It is time for a shift 
in the way we think because it is NOW time 
to acknowledge basic principles for a more 
sustainable and better life. 

protection

SUMhouse is substantially stronger than 
traditionally built structures and can 
withstand all weather conditions due to its 
concrete frame, floors and top. You will 
NEVER regret living in a SUMhouse! The 
monolithic, composite and ductile structure 
is resilient to tornadoes, earthquakes, 
projectiles and anything else Mother 
Nature cares to dish out. It is completely 
noncombustible both inside and out. The 
SUMhouse will not burn down or fall apart. 
You are SAFER than ever!

WILL NOT 
BURN

WILL NOT 
ROT

WILL NOT 
FAIL

responsible



practical

SUMhouse uses comprehensive 
interdisciplinary design science to build 
green and fast. SUMhouse empowers 
people to easily make a responsible choice 
for their future. SUM’s tightly insulated shell 
gives you a home without organic material 
in the structure... to deliver longevity. There 
is very little waste, and trees are not used 
and the concrete frame is produced locally. 
All rainwater is captured and this is the 
ideal solar house. The SUMhouse prototype 
is certified LEED Platinum and net
zero is a cinch, a passive house
is passively accomplished.

economical 

SUM does not conform to convention.  
This system provides You the highest quality 
attainable yet costs much less than other 
construction methods. 
Utility, insurance and maintenance bills 
are lower forever. The SUMhouse is the  
most affordable home to own NOW and  
for generations to come!

+

$

appropriate



Trees are for the birds!

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
HAVE GIVEN US 

SOLUTIONS

environmental

“We lie in the lap of immense 

intelligence which makes us 

receivers of its truth and  

organs of its activity. Once 

you make a decision the 

universe conspires to make  

it happen.”

 - Ralph Waldo Emerson

 

“To change something, build 

a new model that makes the 

existing model obsolete.”

 - Buckminster Fuller

“and it was so”

 - Genesis 1



SUMsystem

Patent Pending

synergetic

LOGICAL
HOW? Integrate material technologies and systems as never before. Collaborate the disciplines 

of physcial science, engineering, design, and digital programming. Standardize industrial modular 

production to dictate visceral balance and guarantee efficient field assembly. Easily deliver monolithic 

composite mass of instant stability and beauty with a versatile medium. NOW!... Advanced, 

comprehensive shelter... evolving function, elevating form.



durable

A SUMhouse is inert; it will last a lifetime 
without attention. The lid is concrete and 
will never need replacing. There are no 
gutters. Since wood is not a component, 
it cannot rot. It is also invulnerable to insect 
damage and mold. You may need to water 
your plants on a patio up top, but you will 
NEVER have todays housekeeping worries 
or disasters again. Sit back and relax!

alignment

A SUMhouse is quick and easy to build 
with your house kit, a cordless screwdriver 
and a concrete pump. A small house can 
be ordered complete and cast in place. 
Fixtures and finish can be completed within 
days. SUM is an arrangement of purposely 
ordered components to decrease entropy 
and restore harmony! It can be adapted to 
your needs, whether small and simple, or 
large and luxurious!

No wood. No sheet rock. No mold. No waste.

deliberate



inspirational

SUMdesign options are unlimited. The 
SUMhouse medium has the versatility 
to synthesize inspired principle with 
technical means, creating form for living. 
Architecture promotes a connection to this 
world when we dwell in physical structures 
of mindful significance.
Scientific materialism meets esoteric 
acknowledgment to deliver emotional 
gratification. Our livable sculptures are art!

efficiency

Air quality is accomplished and controlled 
with a tight house. Air infiltration is a culprit 
which robs a house of air conditioning and 
heat. Insulation methods are not created 
equal! Foam and mass are true thermal 
performers. The SUMhouse concrete is 
encapsulated inside and out with no thermal 
bridging. SUMhouse is the ideal “passive” 
house. The very high R value is only part 
of the story. The original SUMhouse HERS 
index rating is a 44 which is below the chart 
for Energy Star 5 plus. The blower door test 
resulted an exceptional .28 ACH50.

No wood. No sheet rock. No mold. No waste.

intelligent

fire on the roof? OK!



convergent

™

SUMhouse
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A Home should be a Shield, NEVER a trap!

Someday

OK



 SUMhouse  Traditional
  Building

initial cost  lower  higher 

cost to own lower higher

environmentally friendly  higher lower

heating and cooling cost  low  high

recyclable materials  high  low

construction waste  very low high

mold and mildew no yes

termites no yes

fire resistant yes no

allergen resistant high low

natural disaster resistant high  low

insurance rate lower higher

customizing easier harder

inside maintenance low high

outside maintenance low  high

ease of renovation easy difficult

labor saving assembly yes no

construction time fast slow

usable roof yes no

noise low high

air tight yes no

thermal mass yes no

flood damage low high

audacious

SUM it Up!

NOW
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united
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Black Mountain, NC 28711
828-777-2430
mark.barker24@gmail.com

™

“Let us be architects of the future, not its victims.”
   - Buckminster Fuller


